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How can we turn the library into a stimulating environment where 

people are challenged to share inspiration, knowledge and 
insight? To find answers we will go out and explore the 

surrounding area, using the five senses of sight, sound, smell, 

taste and touch. Afterwards we will try to translate our 

experiences into future requirements for the library. What do you 

want to see when entering a library? What is the right 

soundscape? By which fragrances do you want to be surrounded? 
We will also ask you to think about the ‘sixth sense’ of the library. 

Is it empathy, community spirit or something else? And how to 

experience that in a library? 

Goal of our research-project is to develop design criteria for the 

library from a completely new perspective. It will help us to 

develop ‘a sense of place’, new insights into the way we want 

people to perceive the library.

Listening to Mozart makes you smarter

Ministry of Imagination

The Dutch Ministry of 

Imagination is a unique 
cooperation of 1 architect,   

2 librarians, 2 designers and 

1 cultural programmer. We 
combine our creativity and 

expertise to realize exiting 

one-off library buildings and 

matching new work 
processes. 

We design Libraries

Gouda Schiedam Deventer

Our starting points (1) 

Public libraries need to rethink and 

rework their spaces and their 

strategies to promote deeper 

understanding of their collections, 

greater interactivity and a more 

meaningful range of activities. 

Our starting points (2) 

We think it’s 
important 
that every 
library is 
unique in its 
own place.

Our starting points (3) 

For us a library is 

so much more than 

meets the eye !



The immersive library 

See, hear,  

smell, taste  

and touch  

the library 

Modern life is 
becoming 
increasingly  
un-sensory

How to sharpen your senses? 

What do you 

see when you 

enter a library?



Amerika Gedenkbibliothek Berlin

(Thomas Jefferson) 

DIESE GRÜNDUNG BERUHT AUF DER UNBEGRENZTEN FREIHEIT DES 
MENSCHLICHEN GEISTES * DENN HIER SCHEUEN WIR UNS NICHT, DER 
WAHRHEIT AUF ALLEN WEGEN ZU FOLGEN UND SELBST DEN IRRTUM 
ZU DULDEN SOLANGE VERNUNFT IHN FREI UND UNBEHINDERT 
BEKÄMPFEN KANN. 

THIS INSTITUTION WILL BE BASED ON THE ILLIMITABLE FREEDOM OF 
THE HUMAN MIND. FOR HERE WE ARE NOT AFRAID TO FOLLOW 
TRUTH WHEREVER IT MAY LEAD, NOR TO TOLERATE ANY ERROR SO 
LONG AS REASON IS LEFT FREE TO COMBAT IT.

(Thomas Jefferson) 



How do architects look at libraries? 

Francine Houben Jo Coenen Vincent Panhuysen Michiel Riedijk Janneke Bierman Winy Maas
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Étienne-Louis Boullée (1728-1799) 

Enlightenment 

architect Étienne-

Louis Boullée 

envisioned a grand 

design in his proposal 

for a French National 

Library in 1785.

Tianjin-Binhai library (2017, MVRDV)

Typologies for library-buildings

labyrinth rotunda spiral hexagram 

Labyrinth: ECO | The name of the rose Labyrinth: Bangalore State Central Library

Rotunda: British Museum Rotunda: Birmingham Public Library Spiral: Seattle Public Library



Spiral: Book Mountain Spijkenisse Spiral: National Library Kazakhstan Hexagram: Borges | Library of Babel 

The universe (which 
others call the Library) is 

composed of an 

indefinite and perhaps 

infinite number of 
hexagonal galleries, 

with vast air shafts 

between, surrounded by 
very low railings.

Hexagram: Atatürk Library Istanbul Color is an integral element in architecture

The impression of a color 

and the message it 
conveys is of utmost 
importance in creating the 
psychological mood or 

ambiance that supports the 
function of a space

Good old Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

In Goethe's theory, yellow as the color 

nearest to the light, was bright and 

exciting. It stood for good. Red stood for 

gravity, dignity and attractiveness or 

beauty. Blue, on the other hand, was 

powerful, but in a slightly negative way- 

creating a cold impression. 

What should 
the library 

sound like? 
Ambience Sounds   

British Library Reading Room



Before, libraries were 

monumental institutions where 

the most popular word was 

‘shhhh’. Now, they are 

changing into urban café 

milieus, even though many still 

long for silent spaces. The 

staff should listen to the 

sounds of their library and 

carry out measures to achieve 

a pleasant soundscape.

Dokk1 Århus (Dk)

Aarhus installed the world’s 

largest tubular bell in the city’s 

harbour on Wednesday. It will 

ring every time a new baby is 

born in town. New parents at 

the Aarhus University Hospital 

can activate an alarm that has 

been connected to the bell 

when their baby is born. The 

sound will be heard in the 

Library.

Spotify: reading music

Van Abbe Museum Eindhoven  
WORK NO. 371 (2004) by Martin Reed 

What textures 

do you want 

to feel in the 
library?

The sensation of touch is a 
fundamental part of our daily 
experience, influencing what we buy, 
who we love and even how we heal. 



Rozet Arnhem (Nl) Rozet Arnhem

The Penrose diagram in the 
concrete walls depicts 

knowledge. People passing 
the building often touch it and 

that is exactly what architects 
Neutelings Riedijk wanted to 

achieve. You don’t need to 

understand the meaning, but 
you can experience it through 

your fingers. 

Sandpaper alphabets were 

designed by Dr. Montessori as a 

means of engaging the tactile 

sense of children to help them 

develop muscle memory in 

preparation for writing.

Contatto experience 
Giulia Soldati

What taste 

experiences 
would you like to 

have in the 
library? 

The Zuiderzee Museum in Enkhuizen revives 

the stories of people who once lived on the 

shores of the Zuiderzee.  

See, hear, taste and smell everyday life 

around the Zuiderzee as it was before the 

Afsluitdijk (IJsselmeer Barrier Dam) changed 

the sea into the IJsselmeer in 1932. 

Digna & Lucas: Foodcurators 



Foodcurators (Nl)

Foodcurators is invited by the 
Zuiderzeemuseum to create a new 
interpretation of the restaurant 
and to make sure that the menu 
connects with the context of the 
museum. The restaurant is a 
challenging venue where the story 
and the crafts of the Zuiderzee 
area can be placed in a modern 
day context.

Polder wafels | Potato waffles

The potato is one of the 

cornerstones of Dutch cuisine.  

In the Zuiderzeemuseum we want 

to present the potato in a different 

light. Therefore we developed a 

very specific sweet waffle, made 

from the Frieslander potato.

What’s on the menu in a library? 

Our favorite maker-space …… Justin Bieber makes your food taste like crap….

1. Go for a pricey bottle. Research shows that vino drinkers reported enjoying a wine more when told it was 
expensive. 

2. Watch those menu adjectives! In one experiment, meat described as “free-range” was rated tastier than an 
identical hunk termed “factory-farmed.” 

3. Smell is crucial to taste, and someone drinking beer straight from a bottle will miss out on flavor. 

4. Wondering why many desserts are circular? It’s because round food is perceived to taste sweeter. 
5. A dessert served on a white plate was rated 10 to 15 percent sweeter than one on a black. 

6. How the food is oriented on the plate matters. Angles should be pointing away from the diner and long, 
thin ingredients should stretch from the bottom left to the top right. 

7. Cutlery is crucial. The heavier the spoons and forks, the higher the diners rated the food and the more they 
were willing to pay for it. 

8. Music has a huge effect on dining habits, with eaters rating pizza and pasta better while listening to Italian 
opera. (Justin Bieber’s “Baby” was one particular song that turned diners’ stomachs.) 

9. Perhaps revealing a preference for familiar things, diners slightly prefer foods that start with the same 
letters as their name. Charles likes chili. 

10. Crunchy foods are crucial to enjoyment: Chefs often add crispy elements, such as toasted seeds over soggy 
salads or croutons to soups. 

11. Coffee tastes twice as intense when drunk from a white mug. 
12. Italian food consumed in a restaurant with red-and-white-checked tablecloths tastes more authentic.

New York Post | June 27, 2017  

Charles Spence (Oxford University)

Spence made a career studying 

the often surprising relationship 

between food and the four 

senses beyond taste. 

Smell is crucial to taste

someone drinking 
beer straight from 
a bottle will miss 

out on flavor.

How do you 

want the 

library to 
smell?

The smell of a freshly 

printed book is the best 

smell in the world. 

Karl Lagerfeld



Karl Lagerfeld: Paper Passion Project 

Paper Passion Perfume captures 

the unique olfactory pleasures of 

the freshly printed book. The 

book expresses that distinctive 

mix of paper and ink which gives 

a book its unmistakable aroma.

Smell expert 
Sissel Tolaas

Smell of heritage

Scientists sniff out a 

whiff of the past…. 

Extracting the smell of 

a 18th-century bible in 

the Spangle Bedroom 

at Knole House 

(Seven Oaks | Kent)

Smells ring bells

In his Remembrance of All Things Past, 

Marcel Proust wrote that a bite of a 

madeleine vividly recalled childhood 

memories of his aunt giving him the 

very same cake before going to mass 

on a sunday.

Scent Marketing

smellofbooks.com

Now you can finally enjoy 

reading e-books without giving 

up the smell you love so much. 

With Smell of Books™ you can 

have the best of both worlds, 

the convenience of an e-book 

and the smell of your favorite 

paper book.

The Library of Senses

See  
Hear 
Touch 
Smell 
Taste

….the Library

The Library of Senses

Eyes
Ears
Fingers & feet
Noses
Mouths




